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Classified Advertising Is located In
tdarr.on.Hall, Rm. 105. Open 8:30a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
RateS are: to run an ad 4 days or las~
-CQStS 1!;jC worcfperd!ly; an adplacec:J
s· days or more consecutively cost~9c

a

:a w.ordper day.

·
tiiOON·IS the deadline to place~~~ ad

. In next day

-

·

8.

FORSALE

!n's
LOBO Start' Writer
The opening rally or the New Mexico Woman's Forum was marred
Thursday afternoon by menancing weather, overcast skys and a shouting
evangalist.
The political rally, on the upper mall, drew an estimated crowd of 150,
while the evangelist, preaching atop a bench on the lower mall attracted
about 200 per~ons.
The crowd at the women's political rally was largest during the noonhour remarks in which Millie Arviso delivered a tribute to the late ASUNM
Senator Elva Rose Benson. As the afternoon drew on the chilling winds
forced more and more spectators away from the mall.

MISCELLANEOUS

TDDAY'S CRDSSWDBD PUZZLE

N

1. PERSONALS

'

5.

SERW..S C£PT.

TRAVEL

3-BDRM HOUse; walHo-wall carpet, immat:ulate
monthly, -.pen••• paid, sight seei•i!· Fre< Incondition, close to UNM, _slove & refrigerator,
formaliqn, Write: ~HP Co.. Bo" 4490, Dept, NB, - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - $320.00, Call268-16J7.
03/07
Berkeley, C;1, 94704.
03/10
' CULTURAL AND STUDY ToOJr of Sp~in, all im1-BDRM APT. $90/rnonth, 243-1810."
03/08
PART~TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
pmtanl points, $1400. Air trip Alb./Madrid, room·nvo WOMEN SEEK third to shi.re hou!ie near Arternoons .and evenings. Must be able. to work 20
days: two meals/day, Guide, tours, bus, Conlact
Friday
and
Saturday
nighls.
Mus!
be
21
yrs,
old.
DCMC. Cali266-0310,
Q3/08
Dr.
Endnia:'i, U. or Albuq., 831-1111, Ext.281. 03/04
Apply in person, no phone. call& please. Save-Way
ROOMMATE, BEAUTIFUl. HOUSE in Corra!c~-·
INTERNATIONAL
CHARTER
Ft.:iGHTS
~t 5704. Lorna~ NE, 55.16 Menaul NE .•
l.iq,uor
Stores
non-.~mokcr. prefer graduate student, l~te twcndes.
OJ/10 available! Eurailpas:;cs, travel information' at lTC
$150,898-7198.
OJ/OS ·
25S-68309.lm-6pm.
03/17
COUPLE;S SUMMER WORK, Ollllup KOA
WHAT IS A COLLEGE·INN? Recreation rooms.
f(ampground. Housing plu~ iialary. 863-5021. 0.3/14 SPECIAL ALBUQUERQUE-JUAREZ bus trip,
SIUdy lounges. Pool, underground parking. Social
SELF-MOTIVATED PEOPlE to sell di•play ad- Departs March II. $30.00 round lrip, $20.00 one
programs. 303 Ash NE, 243-28,81.
03/02
way. Call lTC 255-6830.
OJ/ 17
vcrti~illg for N,M_. Daily LOBO. MU!it have car,
WALK TO UNM~ Two room.;;, t:ooking. facilities,
Come
by
Marron
Hall,
Room
133.
tfn
03/06
bath. Woman preferred. $110. 265-3927,
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS WANTED. Good
wages, medium tips, nighls and weekend.l, See Frank
at Roy's Place, 5914 Central, 266-7807. Must be 21,
CHEAP WATERBEDSI WATER trips $89.95 buys
03/13
you I) durk walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
LET W.E.A.!. PAY your way through school.
WATERBED: HEATER, LINER, headboard with
roam comfort pad, 4) any .o;l.£e mnnnm with 3-yeir
Interviewing li:OO am Friday March 3, Ro:;~m ·2116
shelves. frame Is large and sturey on five legs. 255, guaranlcc; $89.95.3407 Central NE, 255·2289, 04/04
M,e.<;a
Vista.
03/03
35llleOJve message. Best offer.
03/02
1976 FIAT 131, S-spced, low mileage, excellent
L"'Ondition, many extras. can Barry 877-7881. 03/09
COLOR TV FOR LOBO games. IS". Use<!. $130.
Caii242-388S.
03/02
PIMENTAL GRAND CONCERT. Made 1972,
ACROSS
ers
.
excellenl conditio[~, $600. Call266-8142.
03/13
UNITED FeBture Syndicate
48Coin
1 Man's name
BICYCL.ES: NEW SHIPMENT or ISO Bertin
49 Make conWednesday's Puzzle Solved:
bicycles, Prc--sea'ion sate prices, $189 and up, R.C.
6 Pacific Fur
fused
, Hallett's. 843·9378.
. tfn
Co. VIP
50 Blackthorn
71 DATSUN PU. New engine $1150. 72 Crickei, 32
11 Punta-·52 Oil country
MPG $500. 64 Ford PU, $300. 281.-515'7, evenings,
Este
56"--Joey"
292-1805 this weekend.
'
03/03
14 Maple leal
57
Interchange
SUPER GARAGE S~LE: wau:·rbed, carpeting,
Gardens
60 Compass pt,
rurnilure, appliances, clothing. houseware-s, draning
1 5 Man's name
61 Murder:
equipment, toys, books. 8219 Pickard Avenue NE~
16 Int'l De vel.
Slang
Sal, and Sun. (March 4-.5).
03/03
Ass.
62.Hindu
YAMAHA SPINET PIANO, still warrantecd,
17 Startled
queen
walnut finish, like new. 344-0720.
03/08
greatly
63 Melancholy
PRAKTICA lLC 35SLR pentacon/EE 5011.8 185~
19 Zip
64 Fender
WA lens, tcle/mic adapter, filters. Call 266-8117
20 Harassed
eves.
03/08
blemishes
21 Preposition
65 Predecessor
1969 INTERNATIONAL TRUCK. Excellent con22 Jane Eyre's
dition. Call Will. evenings 298·1480.
03/03
BERTIN-FRENCH BICYCLE tight-weight, new.
pupil
DOWN
SISO.OO. Call242-3788 after 5:00 prn.
03/03
24 No one
1 Arthur
UNCLAIMED LAY-A-WAY. Sansui Receiver, 426 Put the puck
"Bugs"--··
in the net
way speakers, cassette reCorder, li:lrrilable. New
27 Threw the
2 Flat plinth
23 John--·
39 Not prosy
faclory warran1ies. Take over small monthly
football
3 Portland
payments. 268-4393.
03/08
25 Above:
41 Measured
college
RED KIRBY VAC:UUM CLEANER with atPoetic
out
30 Glides on
4 Makes antachmenls. New factory warranty. Commercial
Ice
26
Money-sav42
Ollens!l
motor, $5 monthly or S69 cash. No interest. 266ing
do
44
A collo1d
32
Inquirer
5
5871.
03/08
27
Hand
sur·
45
Prophet
33
Graduated
abbr.
OVER S15.000 DOLLARS in used sewing machines.
plates
lace
46
Garments
Singer, Etna, Viking, Nect:hi, Pbaff, ju.st to name a
34 Sort of:
6 Ally with B
28 Great land 47 Turkish city
few. Ridiculously low prices rrom _$15. All guaranSuffix
group: Var.
48 Contends
lecd. 268-4394.
03/08
7 Malleable
mass

CONTACTS?l? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
.Casey Optical Company.. 2SS·8736
trn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT conlraception, slcrilization~ abortion. Rightlo Choose,•
294-0171.
04/28
A~BUQUERQUE JOURNAL 10<. American
dgareUcs 48c, imported cigarettes from 20 nalionscustom blended pipe tobacco's-cigars and Honcyrose
herbal cigarenes. Wailt There's more-Pipe &
Tobacco Rd~ has jewelry boxes--rainbows,
paraphernaJia-cel~tial so:asonings teas and lay-away
plan. Pipe & Tobacco Road, 1078 Cornell SE, Y..
block UNM. M-F 8:30.6, Sat. 10-5.
03/03
DELIVER LUNCH, Cararro9 s Pizza will deliver
sandwiches, pizza, salads to your desk allunch time.
Call268·2300.
03/09
DORMS, IF YOU'RE HUNGRY at night give
Cararro's Pizza a call for delivery of its famous pizza,
sandwiches, and salads. 268-2300.
03/09
.. MOUNTAIN, PART 2". "CLOSI] ENCOUNTERS", "SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER",
"COMA"- discount movie tickets available soon.
03/03
Watch for details.
Rrrrringl .. LOBO .... No. Woodward and Bernstein
aren't in, can I take a message?" Call the LOBO
ncw~tip hot line. 277-5656.
03/03
MEETING THURSDAY MARCH 2, 1978. 7:00pm,
of the UNM SMS of NMHEA. All Home Ec. majors
and minors welcome. Simpson Room, HEC Bldg.
OJ/02
GUITAR LESSONS .. Introductory lesson free. Yolk,
da.o;sical or rock. Experienced teacher. Private
le5.~ons. Call Marc at L &. M Music Studio. 247·8158.
tfn
HAPPY BIRTHDAY LINDA. llo-. you. Chuck.
03/07
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDY in South America,
UNM's And~n Center, informalion 229 Ortega
Hall, 277-2636.
03/08
INSTEAD OF THE mindless sex and violence ofTV,
come ab~rb lasteful id display in '"Acts of Passion",
6 one-acts March 5-8, 8 pm in UNM's EXI'IC'rimental
Theatre. Tickets only Sl •.SO a1 the Fine Ans Box
omcc.
03/08
IF YOlJ'VE HAD any problems with library fines
call us. The LOBO news tip hotline 217-5656. 03/07
BEST BOOK BUYS. Charnisa Bookshop, 3611
SimmsSE. 266-1229.
03/02
GONNA BOOGIE TONlTE? Ned's has The Planets
03/02
for dancing unti12 am~
PERRY'S PIZZA (across from UNM). WE Deliver.
Cai1843-97SO. Try our fresh salad and slice specials.
03/08

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. O{lega 233.
277-5907.
ss
SUBSTANTIAL REWARD FOR Japanese Netsuke
doll on black cord. Lost 2116n8. Call Francine, 27726ll or in Santa Fe, 983-7737.
03/03
LOST SATURDAY NITE at Cale Concert at Golden
Inn, brownish rust dachshund cross. CALL 266-2543.
Reward. Answers to Shacker.
03/07

FOUND NEAR TACO Villa~ Labrador puppy.
female. 883-1465 after 5:00pm.
03/07

3.

SERVICES

lSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM842-S200.
trn
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.
03/J I
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, zeneral, legal, medical,
scholastir.. Charts& rabies. 345-2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selecrric) and
now 3-minute Passport Pho1os. No appointmenl~
268·8SIS.
tfn
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
•
03/06
GUITAR LESSONS OFFERED by gui1ar major.
Designed to your interest, Sr. Ojeda. 217-2324, 2436343.
OJ/08
VOLVO REPAlR. REASONABLE. G11aranteed.
AL,.o AKC registered remale cOllie pup, $75.00. Mike,
247-9083.
03/0l
PROFESSIONAl. TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Reasonable rates. Guaranlced accuracy. 298-7147.
.
03/02

NEED HELP WITH PAPERS? lyping, editing,
revision, research. 281-3001.
03/03
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS. MEN'S
clothes. Reasonable. 262.0868.
03/03
MATH 102, COMPUTER Science 150. Will tutor.
277-5793.
03/02
23RD STREET RUNS Into Heaven Books. Bookfinder. Fine edition for the coltec1or, or the arcane
hrr.rd-IQ-fifld, Henry Miller. Kenneth Pafc11cn, Wm.
Burroughs, Kerouac. De lades' ''Le:s liaisons
Dangereuses," Black Sun. 175. 843-6396 aflcr 12.
Mon-Sat.
03/07
AIKIDO LESSONS MARTIAL Art and Meditation.
Firsl les.~on free. Sandia Judo Clubs. Saturday 9:00
am.
03/08
HAVE A BEAUTIFUL garden. Start 1he easy way.
Rototilling by appointment. Call Tim 268-6510.03/08

4.

HOUSING

ONE BLOCK UNM, d.cluxc one bedroom furnished
apartment. Twin or double beds, S185. Varsily
House, 141 ColumbiaSE~
03/10
FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE 3·bdrm house.
Around March Jst. Non-3moker! 268.0183 after S
pm.
03/03
WALK TO UNM. Clean t~bdrm, large yard. S-120,
utililies paid. Caii262-17SI, Valley Rentals, S30 rcc.
03/03
lARGE 3-BDRM HOUSE. Kids, pets welcome.
SZIO, no lease:. t:ap 262-1751, Valley Rentals, S3g ~e;j

3

GARAGE PLUS COZY 2-bdrm, securely fenced,
yard, kids. pets, $100 includes utilities. Call262-1751,
Valley Rentals, SJO fee.
03/03
ROOMMATE WANTED, FEMALE prcfcrre<l, J.
bdrm apt. in NE. SIOO including utililies plus: onethird dcpo.'i-it. Swim~lngpool, CIC'. Call883·8927.
03/13

~yeglasses

Join the

or Contact Lenses
One day service. quality and
. stvle at reasonable cost

PEACE CORPS

C~sey Qptical Co.

277-5907

Lomas at VVashington
255-63!111
<

:\nl (lm>r r" { U\i"fl RvwlllJru,:,,

Bruce King, a Democratic Party gubernatorial candidate, made a brief
campaign speech than answered a question from the crowd on nuclear
waste disposal.

I

~

'

Lenton Malry spoke on the lack of funds for minority women for child
care, while State Senator Gladys Hansen spoke briefly on the Sex Crimes
Prostitution Act.
\
Tom Rutherford closed the session, speaking out strongly for care,
counseling, and facilities for battered women.
By the time the rally closed, only a few supporters remained. Refusing to
be discouraged, however, most expressed high hopes for a large turnout at
Representative Tom Rutherford speaks to an audience attending the New Mexico Women's the workshops this Friday and Saturday.
Forum T'hursday. Other spea_kers included Bruce King, Tom Rutherford and Stephen Fox.

~~endar

10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed lay-A-Away.
Color televi~fon. Brand new guarantre. No down
t~ayments. Small monthly payments till balance is
l>llid off. 2r.i>-5871.
OJ/03
NO DOWN PAYMENTS. One only. Tappan
Microwave, browning element, adjustable shelves.
For information 268-4394.
03/08

6.

EMPLOYMENT

37 Tells fibs
8 Hall B sextet
38 lt. poet
9 Single
39 Marco---1 0 Makes. a
40 Irate
41 M'
draft of
11 Amusements
Ingle
42 Detecting
1 2 Roman ollisystem
clal
43 Representatives 13 Crippled
45 Rest
18 Chet:Jse
46 West pointcoatmg

29 Scrammed
30 Chants
31 M. s. Smith
33 Sudden
movement
35 Flap
violently
36 Dance of
Israel
38lalrs

Many of the scheduled speakers did not make appearances. Among
those who did not address the rally were U.S. Sen. R-NM Pete Domenici,
Attorney General Toney Anaya and Dean Smith, a Democratic Party
gubernatorial candidate.
"If a woman can run a well-organized household," Gonzales, said,
"there is no reason why a woman can't successfully run a top administrative position." She also stated that any woman who became
successful in an elective office should avoid the spoils system at all costs,
Scott Scanland appeared briefly as a representative of Toney Anaya,
stating that Anaya is very pro-women, supports the Supreme Court·
decision on abortion and is for extending the ERA seven more years.
Carol Newcomb, Socialist Workers Party candidate for U.S. Senate,
was the most entusiastic speaker at the rally and drew the most reponse.
"There is no more important issue "than our right to control our own
bodies. No one has the right to force either motherhood or sterilization
upon us," Newcomb said.

50 Examine
closely
51 Register
53 So. Alricon
coin
54 To-·--: Ex·
aclly
55 Never:
Poetic
58 Sooner than
59 Cinnabar

New Mexico

DAILY

PART. TIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Po.~'i-lble full-time for summer. Call: Phil franczyk,
C.l.U •• 883-5360.
03/14
.. OVERSI;AS JOBS-Summer/year·round. Europe, S.
Ameri1."a, Australia, Asia, etc. All Iields-;'SSOQ..$1200

.,

•
.

.

A series of workshops on
••

.. ··-·

women's issues will continue in
the New Mexico Union today
and Saturday.

Friday, March 3, 1978

r:n
HA YAY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone
LOBO News Editor

COPIES
Overnight.
3 1/2cea
·4<. same day
No Miniq~um

.KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

New Mexico o·aily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
. times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
6. Employment; · 7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.
5. For Sale;

Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayll

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $._ _ _ _ Placed by ------Telephone:_ _ _ _ __

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

-

"If your brother sins, call him to task, and if he repents, forgive him,"
Evangelist George (Jed) Smock told a group of approximately 200 listeners
on the lower mall Thursday.
"Who wrote that?" asked a hostile observer.
"Luke," said Smock.
"Luke, who?," shouted another. The responses ranged from "Luke
Warm" to "Luke Skywalker" to "Luke and ye shall find."
Smock preached to a crowd which ranged between 100 and 500 persons
while, on the upper mall, the New Mexico Women's rally drew approximately 5 persons.
Using the Bible as a focus for his arguments, Smock, who calls himself a
saint, spoke about everything from fprnication on campus to the
"wretched little lesbians," referring to the women's n:lly on the malL
Despite cries of hostility, Smock struck up an almost continuous dialogue
with the audience.
When asked what religious groups wi11 go to heaven, Smock said, "All
those who believe in Jesus will go to heaven. The Moslems will go to hell,
the Hindus will go to helL"
Amid shouts and derogatory remarks, one student queried, "Why don't
you like long hair?" Smock, who said he was a hippie eight years ago, told
the audience that long-haied people were sowing the devil's seed of drugs,
discontent and revolution.
''But Jesus had long hnir," one man said.
"Jesus was black, he had a 'fro," said another.
Seeking the truth, Smock was asked questions like "Will the California
Angels go to hell?" "How are the Lobes going to finish this year?" "Are
killer bees instruments of the devil?"
Despite the jeers and insults - Smock remarked that UNM was a
•'sunday school'' in comparison with the University of Michigan where he
preached earlier.
"Michigan?" shouted one onlooker. "I was there. I remember you, you
ain't changed."
One woman, who showed Smock a tatoo on her left hand, was ac<:.used
by the evangelist of being a "wanton woman" who had disfigured her
body and was an instrument of the devil.
"I have the right to reside with any man here, if I want to," she said.
Some of the men in the audience then began to shout, "You wish," and
"What's your phone number?"
Smock was successful in attracting attention, most of which was hostile.
His competition with the women's rally caused ASUNM Sen. Ann Dunphy
to call the police and ask them to remove Smock.
Meanwhile, Smock continued his so-called drivel, and said, "I've
ministered to a lot of homosexuals and I found that most of them were
seduced into this perversion by someone older than them. People in
California are being trained to become sexual deviants, to be perverts.
We're becoming another Sodom and Gomorrah."
Someone shouted "Have you ever played the Palace?"
Argumentation continued, and so did the Rev. Smock.

Evangelist George (St. Jud) Smack offered some competion
Forum Thursday, as' he preached to an audience on the lower mall.

I
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Co· Worker Operis Fire

World· News

1

By United Press International,

J~
Wounded
in
Shooting
J-:·

-KSON, M1ch. (UPQ ~ A
forgmg plant laborer on lunch
~lreak fired· ra_ndom shotgun blasts
1
.nto a commissary Thursday and
wounded 18 co-workers - two of
them critically - as they scattered
and ran for their lives.
He surrendered quietly to police
in a 'parking lot minuies later,
saying: "I 'ni the one you want."
The gunman, identified by
Pittsburgh Forgins Co. officials as
Leslie Torrey, 21, opened fire first
through the window of the tunchroom, authorities said. He got
off two or three shots, sending
workers on break scurrying for
·
cover.

Czech Blasts Into Space to Break Record

Moscow - The Soviet Union commander Alexei Gubarev,. a
blasted a Czechoslovak cosmonaut Russian, were rocketed into space
into space Thursday - the firs~ from the Bainknour launch site in
non-American and non-Soviet Central Asia at 6:28 p.m. (10:2&
spaceman to join ·two Soviet . A.M. EST).
comrades who expect to break the
They were expected to renU.S. space endurance record.•
dezvous with the Soyuz 26
Radio Moscow said cosmonaut cosmonauts aboard the Salyut 6
researcher Vladimir Remek, 29, of space station before · 9:35 p.m.
Czechoslova~i~~~d Soyuz 28 Friday in an attemot to break 84

day endurance record set Feb. 8, exploration. · .
· .
cosmonauts would be launched into
1974, by astronaut~ Gerald Carr, . The Soyuz 28 mission, expec~ed
space
later this year and ''space
Edward Gibson and William to last about a week, wa~ the first
flights also are planned for
Pogue.
time any?ne other tha~ a Soviet or
cosmonauts of other communist
Remek issued a statement before an Amencan traveled m space. The countries," Tass said.
the launch saying hw was "honored: United States plans to send up a
The Soviets have also trained
to be a member of an international western european scientist in a
Cuban, Mongolian, Romanian,
space crew'' and proud of space s.huttte flight in late 1980.
Hungarian
and
Bulgai:ian
Czechoslovakia's role in space , Pohsh and East German . cosmonauts.

D.C. Voting Power
Backed by House

Our Fabulous SALE You've Been
Waiting For Starts .

SAT. MARCH 4, 9:00a.m.
Rental Cross-C;ountry Skis
837oo to ssooo
Asnes Touring Pkg.
(Skis, Boots and P~les)
Reg. 814245 Sale 810500
AU New Slds, Boots & Poles

20%0FF
Down Parkas Reg. 861 50 to 898° 0
Sale 846°0 to li73°0
Ski Touring Duds 25% OFF
Bargain Box 50~ to a5oo

Washington The nation's
capital city Thursday won House.
approval for full congressional
representation, in a historic vote
that brought tears of joy from its
chief backer and applause from
District of Columbia residents ·in
the public gallery.
The House voted 289-127 to
approve
the
Constitutional
amendment and sent it to the
Senate, where it faces still opposition. The measure got II more
votes than the two thirds margin
needed for such a resolution.

(You're going to be amaze~ <>t
what you'll find in here.)

MOUNTAlii'S
AND

RIVBRS
2320 Central S.E.

• 268·4876
Hours Mon.-Fri. 10·6, Sat. 9-5

The senate also must approve the
amendment by a two thirds margin,
and then three fourths of the 50
state legislatures must ratify it
within seven years before it would
.become effective.
The district would get two
senators and probably two house
members · under
the
full
representation amendment. It also
would. get the same right as the
states to initiate and vote on
Constitutiopal amendments, and
full voting power in the eleetoral
college in naming a President.
It was the first time either body
of Congress has approved full
representation since the district was
created in 1790 from land ceded by
Virginia and Maryland.
Walter Fauntroy, the non voting
congressional delegate from the
District, wiped his eyes and hugged
Rep. Don Edwards, D- Calif.,
manager of the measure, when the
final figures flashed on the electronic voting board. A group of
district resldents stood and applauded.

Phony Sheik
The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Tieketsat
Popejoy Hall
&SUB
BoxOifiee

Broadway's SJDash Hit Comedy

a me
~me,

e~t

Starring

ear

Fools Skiers
.

DENVER-The President of a
Colorado ski area said Thursday
the area had been the victim of an
elaborate hoax by a man who
passed himself off as a Lebanese
sheik in a celebrity ski race.
Photographs of the man, skiing
in a flowing robe of the type worn
in Arab countries, were supplied by
the ski area to United Press
International and the Associated
Press and distributed by the wire
servce. The picture was transmitted
Jan. 23.
Gerald Groswold, president of
the Winter Park ski area, said he
learned from one of the participants in the hoax thaf the
purported sheik was actually the
owner of a shoe store in a midwest
city. The man is a native of
Leba!J~n, he said.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82

Sunday, Mareh 5, 8:1.5 p.m.
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Homemade food
· Is our bag.

Ifs New -It's Different - It's Delicious

Pizza
Bella
A Fatso Creation
only 65c each
Free small coke with each order
Coupon Good Anytime

Expires 3-5·78

Then he stormed into the room
·
and opened indiscriminate fire on
Davi.d. Westo_n, 32, of Concord
his co-workers.
and W!lh~m -r:npp~ 58, of Jackson
were admitted m fmr condition with
Watson and a plant official said a scalp wounds.
•,notive for the shootings had not
The condition of two' other
been determined.
unidentified
victims was not im"That's the big questions
·everyone's asking," Watson said. mediately determined. Twelve
"He even refuses to talk to his .Jthers were treated and released.
'Jefense attorney."
Watson said Torrey was on his
Officials at Foote East Hospital
lunch
break at the time of the
said Jerry Pelham, 47, of Cement
shootings.
City and Oliver Strine, 59, of
Jackson were in critical condition
with massive head and chest
"He took his lunch break, left·
wounds.
the ptl'mt and then came back with
the gun," Watson said.
The building has no security
guards.

Low-Risk Nukes
~viable Alternative

Robbed
VEVEY,Switzerland Grave
robbers have stolen the coffin
containing the remains of Charlie
Chaplin, swiss police announced
Thursday.
A statement by state police
headguarrters said the coffin was
dug up and taken away Wednesdaty
night or early Thursday.
Chaplin died on Christmas at the
age of 38. He was buried two days
later in the tiny cemetary of the
village of Corsier, overlooking
Lake Geneva.
"During the night of March I to
2, the grave of Mr. Charlie
Chaplin, who died on Dec. 25, 1977
was desecrated in the cemetary of
Corsier above Vevey." The police
statement said.
"The coffin was taken away. An
investigation is underway on
grounds of disturbing the peace of
the dead."
Thursday evening, police said
neither they nor Chaplin's family
had received any telephone calls
from persons claiming to be
responsible.
"We have no clues at this time as
to the identity of those responsible
for this very sick crime,'' a
spokesman said.
Police did not rule out the
possibility of a ransom demand for
the return of the coffin and
Chaplin's remains.
Rothnie represented Queen
Elizabeth II, who knighted Chaplin
in 1975 when the actor already was
confined to a wheelchair and in
falling health.
"There is now just the hole in the
ground," the police official said.
"We can tell that the crime occurred during the night because of
the freshly dug earth."
Policemen placed the cemetery
under guard as soon· as the theft
was discovered.
Chaplin and Oona, and their
children before they left h.ome, had
lived at Corsier since 1952.
A millionaire many times over,
Chaplin,in order to avoid death
duties, had most of his possessions,
in'c!uding continuing large movie
royalties, put in Oona's name.
Oona, who married Chaplin when
she was 18 and he 54, currently is
writing a book on her life with the
actor.

Historian Keeps Alive
Lincoln Assassination

Mine Workers
Rally Cancelled

[EDITOR'S NOTE: The folfowing column was written for the LOBO by
The rally for the united Mine
Dr. Jeff Philbin of the Americans for Rational Energy Alternatives, in
hopes of sparking debate on crucial energy matters.)
Workers Union scheduled for
• il
~

,,
'I
I'

From the very beginning, the breeder reactor was envisioned as the tonight has been cancelled, rally
ultimate goal of the commercial nuclear power industry. With the breeder spokesmen said.
The rally was cancelled because
we c~n ultimately extract 60 times more energy out of every pound of
uramum than we currently are producing with light water reactors thus union members will be voting on
greatly exlending our resources far thousands of years into the f~ture. the proposed contract in their home
Useless U-238 and thorium reserves can be converted int·o the fuels of towns.
tomorrow.
No rescheduled date was announced.
With ~eclining resources we must look· to alternative energy
technologies. The charges that commercial nuclear power represents an
a !I ract ive path for weapon material production by non-weapon states are
conlradictory and hollow. It's simply not the easiest, cheapest or quickest
way In develop nuclear weapons; none uf the six existing weapon states,
including India, made use of !J civilian nuclear power industry.
Int:rnational nucle~r safeguards can be developed and made highly
effective and no maJor technological breakthrough is required. The
military has safeguarded nuclear materials for more than 30 years and their
techniques are highly sophisticated. Absolute safety is only for dreamers
and those whose goal is to bury nuclear power. The pragmatic goal of
reasonable low risk is achievable and we should not sacrifice the
technological advantages of lhe plulonium breeder in order to appease
those who fear change. In their day the locomotive and alternating current
electricity were greatly feared by significant segments of the public. It is my
contention that the risk of nuclear proliferation and nuclear war will be
greatly :nhanced·if we do not solve our energy problems by developing new
alternatives of which the breeder is the most promising in my opinion. The
reason, of course, is that nuclear proliferation and the probability of
nuclear war are tightly coupled to Ru~sian-li.S. relations and world
tensions. In the absence of alternative energy technologies, a nuclear war
can easily be precipitated as powerful nations scramble to control
diminishing supplies of oil and gas.
The "terrorist" threat can be satisfactorily thwarted with effective
safeguards and in no way should we allow ourselves to be blackmailed into ,energy bankruptcy because such threats exist or "may" exist. Crude low/
yield explosives or dispersal of toxic weapon materials by ~errorlstgfoups
are not lik~ly to pose a !"ore serious threat to large numbers of persons
than .a mynad of othe~ simpler or more available means at their disposal
(forcmg a 747 to crash mto a loaded football stadium, for example). Do we
advocate a ban on the usc of airplanes because of the threat of hijacking?
Of co~rse not! And, in fact, the total inventory of separated reactor
plulomum need never exceed twenty per cent of the already existing
mililary stock if plutonium is recycled.
The breeder reactor will be a reality in the future. Wouldn't world peace
be enhanced by U.S. technological leadership in this field instead of from
some foreign powers?

The assasination of Abraham Lincoln will be the topic of the first
·George W. and Helen M. Smith Research Lecture at UNM, March 7.
T.he talk, which is being sponsored by the UNM history department, will
begm at 7:30p.m. in Room 149 of Woodward Hall. The speaker will be
Professor Harold M. Hyman from Rice University who will talk on "With
Malice Toward Some: Scholarship (or Something Less) on the Lincoln
Murder."
.
Dr. Gerald D. Nash, chairperson of the UNM history department, called
Hyman ''one of the most eminent Civil War historians and Constitutional
experts in the nation."
The lectureship is designed to honor the memory of George Smith, a
professor of American history at UNM specializing in Civil War and
Reconstruction history, and his wife, Helen. Its purpose is to recognize
distinguished work in this period of American history by a scholar not
associated with the university.
Smith died on Dec. 8, 1976, at the age of 65. Associated with UNM since
1949, he had suffered from kidney problems most of his life and required
regular use of a kidney machine during his last seven years. Despite this
health problem, this period was considered by Smilh's colleagues to be one
of significant professional and scholarly achievement.
The lectureship is made possible through a bequest by the Smiths'
daughter, Karin McDougall. The public is invited to attend.

U~it~ ~ampus·-Miitjstry
A Progress1ve Chnstzan Fellowship To Give You New Power

How To Buil~ A Solar Greenhouse
Sunday, March 5, 5:30p.m. Meal: 75 cents
"A wise man built his house ... "Matt 7:24-27
P.t The United ministr.\J Center
1801 Las lomas NE 247-0497
Positive, Jo,\Jful o.nd Christian
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IS YOUR FUTURE
IN THE AIR?
T~e ~nited States Navy i.s presently screening appllcattons for the largest flight classes in nearly three
yea~s. Both pilots and naval flight officers are needed.
Bestdes the advent of several new fleet aircraft two
new training aircraft have also been added. If yo~ are
interested in more information on this elite aviation
program and meet the following qualifications con'
tact LT Tim Watson at (~05) 766-2335 collect.

1. Age - under 26 years
2. Education - working towards or possess
at least a baccalaureate degree.
3. Physical qualifications - Good health
and 20/20 vision (correctable to 20/20 for
Naval Flight Officers).
4. Screening Test - Qualifying scores.
5. Screening Flight - as part of your pro·
cessing, a screening flight will be includ·
ed (aerobatics upon request).
The Navy An Equal Opportunity Employer

·~BLANK CASSETTES~~

Great tape at
a Great price
HIGH IN OUTPUT LOW IN NOISE

3500 Central
Ave. S.E.
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The Kiva Club will be holding the ·
Larry Casuse Memorial Program
today at the Albuquerque Indian
School auditorium. For more
information contact the Kiva Club
at 277-3917.

N
The Catbird's Seat

Bloody Budgets
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Students are invited to the Toney
Anaya for Senator announcement
party Saturday from 4 to 7 p.m. at
the American Legion Post 13, 1201
Mountain Road NE, behind Galles
on Lomas.

by Tim Gallagher·
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If you notice any blood stains on the floor near ASU NM offices or
~ some guts spilling out under the doors, that's understandable this
~ week.
It's budget time at AS UN M - that time of year that turns the
spines of club presidents into quivering masses of jelly, and transforms· false bravado into boot-licking. Groups beg, cajole, threaten
and almost cry to get some money from the ASUNM tills that are
stocked from the full-time student's $14 per semester activity fee.
AT FIRST GLANCE, IT APPEARS that the average student who
does not belong to any specific ASUNM organization does not have
much at stake in budget matters. But all one has to do is look at the
list of organizations that receive ASUNM money, to realize each
stu~ents has a great deal at stake. The free movies shown in the SUB
daily, the LOBO, KUNM, Cultural, Film and Speakers committees all of these groups get substantial funding from the full-time student's
fees.
Each year, the groups must worry about funding cuts, but this year
the fear is even more acute. What the ASUNM Senate and President
Tom Williams must deal with this year is a shrinking total budget and a
ballooning request load.
·
The reason the budget is shrinking is because the full-time
enrollment is shrinking. Fewer full-timers means less money from
activity fees in the student government till - a very knotty problem.
I MIGHT ADD NOW THAT THIS DROP in full-time enrollment is
a nation-wide trend that began a few years ago, yet the administration
too only tiny steps to warn student government of the impending
problem.
The problem, however, is not without its solutions. Several student
senators, including Rick Anaya, Mimi Swanson and Ann Dunphy, are
sponsoring a bill to hit part-time students with some kind or i:iclivily
fee. The reason behind this measure is that part-time students are
receiving some of the benefits full-time students are paying for, i.e.
free SUB movies, the LOBO, etc.
But the path to this solution is far from clear. First the measure
must pass the senate, which, although the senate does appear to
back the idea, is not something you'd wish on your grandmother.
Then the idea must meet with Regents' approval which implies that
UNM President William E. Davis must also back it.
AND DONT BET THE RENT MONEY that Davis is going to fall in
love with the idea. UNM is justifiably concerned with the effect the
recently-approved community college will have on UNM. Davis has
spent the last three years trying to build up UNM's late-afternoon
classes to attract the Albuquerque business community. He hopes
that this will lessen the effect of the community college and make
UNM more responsive to the community.
Davis probably fears that an activity fee tacked onto the tuition for a
person taking three hours might be enough to send that person to the
cheaper community college. By the way, UNM is in for a substantial
enrollment drop in the next few years due to the community college
that would make the fees problematic. Wit~ fewer students, ASUNM
money will drop drastically anyway.
So the plan in the works now calls for a graduated scale of fees for
part-timers. One possibility mentioned is a $1 per hour fee mentioned
by some senators. If you take three hours, you pay three bucks; nine
hours and you pay nine bucks, and so on.
ONE IDEA THAT WOULD PROBABLY BE MET more recep·
t1vely [rom Davis and the administration is a fee scale that does not
charge those taking five hours or less. It stands to reason that those
persons who are on campus only three times a week for one hour, are
not going to use many services. This fee scale would hit those who
me on campus most. If the $1 per hour scale was started at the sixhour mark. administrators might go for the idea.
There's nothing that can be done about this in time for this year's
budget hearings and most of the groups who went before the
ASUNM president's financial committee last weekend, and who will
go before the senate finance committee this weekend are likely to
emerge with severe lacerations in their budgets.
What this means is less service for the student body which is a
horrible alternative.
THERE IS NO ONE TO BLAME FOR the situation as it now
stllnds. Some pooplo predicted it, but could do nothing about it. If the
problem still exists in throe years, there will be someone to blame for it
tho people who didn't act now when they had a chance.
Wtl sincoroly hope that won't be the case.

The Fiesta Committee· will .meet
today at noon in the SUB room
230.
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Spaces arc still open in classes in
beginning swing and disco. Register
tonight at 7:30 in the SUB
ballroom.
Women's counseling gruup on
Mondays from 2 to 3 p.m. at the
women's center, 1824 Las Lomas
NE.

Letters

Gentlemen Ruggers
Editor:
I will be the first to admit that rugby players are not perfect. But Mr.
Flynn's snide, twisted and misinformed portrayal on Monday of the
men who play what is commonly known as a "ruffian's" sport played
by "gentlemen," needs a rebuttal.
All of them will not tell you that it is, to quote Mr. Flynn, "an international brotherhood that condones beating the hell out of each
other." Violence is by no means .sanctioned. In fact, most of the
accidents occur as the result of young, inexperienced players who try
to play the game like American football, with an emphasis on tackling.
The older, more experienced players (including the international
teams) develop tremendous passing and kicking skills and "the
tackle" is not stressed. The game is played by many professionals
(including our own Mayor Rusk) who certainly are not looking "to get
beat up or beat anyone else up." If you'd bother to ask them they'd
tell you they love the game that involves much skill and dexterity, and
find it a good healthy release of energy (as any sport is).
.
By attending one rowdy party how can one come to the conclusiOn
that all rugby parties are like that? I've been attending Albuquerque
Aardvark parties for two years now, and many of them were very
classy occasions, with excellent food and beverages served, live
music and formal attire. Even the most informal parties were not at all
obscene in any way. I suggest the party Mr. Flynn attended was a rare
occurence with some of the "younger" guys getting a bit too drunk
and gross.
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Durand majored in
.
and minored in b .
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former ASUNMusmess. She is a
served f
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Auto Guide Says Shop Around
The message of the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group,'s guide
on auto repairs is, "It pays to shop around."
PIRG's Stephanie Goldstein recently completed compiling the information for the auto repair guide and it is now available at the PIRG
office, 139 Harvard SE, and at the SUB information booth.
Using a 1967 Volkswagon Bug and a 1966 Ford Econoline Van "under
the assumption that these were 'typical' student-owned cars " PIRG
solicited estimates from 17 repair shops on the costs of diffe~ent auto
repairs. Since the prices vary from repair to repair, the guide does not
conclude that one establishment is cheaper than another.

PEACE CORPS
277-5907

BOOK SALE
Feb.15-Mar. 6
LIVING BATCH
BOOKSTORE
2406 Central S.E.
(across from Johnson Gym)

20%0ff
Books In Stock

30%0ff
1978 Calendars
Store Hours:

M-Fl0-7
Sat 10·5
Sun 1-5

7/(/0 PAIR IAJING TIPS!
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Saturday, March 4

5 p.m.- Hot Lix- Oldies.
9 p.m. - The Ghe!lo - Soul

711/fRE! 7HIIT SHOI/LO
ALLal/ 'tOIJ 70 REPRESENT 7HG INTfREg{S
Of' mE REPUBI.tC OF
Vle7NAM IN STYl.G I

music.
I a.m. -Only the Radio- Live
music by local musicians: "Bone
and Stone"
Sunday, March 5
8:30 ·a.m. Morning Train:
Black gospel music.
9:30a.m.- Max LibertY: Stories
for chi.ldrcn.
·
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sometltillg C/ctJ.Iic: Including
European radio high light at I 0:30
and Keller Hall concert scric.s at 4.
5:30 p.m. - Orie!/11 1::\flress:
International folk music.
6:30 p.m. - Singing Wire:
Native Am~rican music.
9 p.m. Uouse that Jazz /Jui/1:
J<Ju, fmm Dixie to avant gardc.

'

GRADUATING
ENGINEERS:

Sign up now for a

look at one of the
years st job offers

Marcil 3, 4, 5, 1978
Sellers Wanlf!d at the
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR
In I he historic Rosenwald Bldg
SE Corner Fourth & Central SW

Women's Religion

being.
.
. ·
A
Which brings me to another disappointment With your ISsue. re
you aware that you interviewed only one woman? Women have ::>een
notoriously denied in institutional religion, degraded, held Silent,
prevented from knowing our own conscience and our God. The most
outspoken, and probably most frightened, opponents ~f ERA have
used the Judea-Christian Bible as a source for their efforts to
dominate and subjugate women. We rarely, if ever, hear about the
courageous, outspoken, devoted, strong wome~ who were !~aders
and saviors of their communities. And their devotiOn was a spirit, not
to a male deity!!
We are tired of being quoted passages from scriptures which tell us
that we are inferior. (Those passages are pseudo-Pauline, anyway,
and not the writings of the egalitarian apostle.) And we will not be
silent any longer. We are confronting the patriarchal hierarchies and
attitudes which deny our full potential and distort men's concept of
what creative power is all about. Sexist dogmas are especially in·
sidious and paralyzing of the whole capacity of women and of men,
when they a1e intertwined with the beautiful teachings of the world's
great religions. All of these religions have taught the sacredness of
life, and some emphasize the preciousness of the individual. It IS iromc
and tmgic when they ore used to keep one, half. of humanity in the
position of alienation, confusion, enslavement, or 1lhterucy.
Cynthia 8. Taylor

Applications for Residence Hall
·graduate and undergraduate staff
positions will be accepted until
today Interested students should
apply at the associate dean of
students office on the· second floor
at La Posada Hall.

She said she hasn't decided where
she' II go to school yet but since she
hasn't lived outside of New Mexico
w~?': "leaning. towards Stanford.,;
. I .m plannmg to get a com~matlon. law degree and a masters
tn busmess administration "
D~rand. said. "I thought ab~ut
gomg mto federal government
service."
·

Join the
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As far as the ''brotherhood" goes, what's wrong with men who
compete in a sport forming close alliances, providing hospi~ality to
visiting players and enjoying one another's company? ~s th1s c~m·
munism? Maybe you're jealous, Mr. Flynn, of somethtng you JUSt
don't understand.
Laura Wickert

Editor:
.
As a graduate student of Religious Studi~s (through the philosophy
department of this University) I was most tnterested to s~e tha~ you
devoted Wednesday's issue to religion. Bu.t I was als? d1sappo1nt;d
that your focus was on traditional, patnarchal attitudes and tn·
stitutions. Perhaps that's because you began with a traditional
definition from Webster's. But religion is something much deeper
than a "belief in a divine or super-human power or power~ to b~
obeyed and worshipped as the creator(s) and. ruler(s) of the un1vers~.
Religion is the art of looking, paying attention to the valu~s which
guide our lives. Religion is deep conviction in matters of eth1~s: ho':"
we treat each other and our planet's delicate resources. Relig1o~ 1s
caring, appreciating, knowing with a refined intuitio~: about ~h~ lltt~e
things that matter in relationships ?nd com:nu.n1t1es. Rellg1on IS
noticing the worth-ship, and celebratmg the d1gmty of each human

""Transcending
body consciousness through meditation on
celestial light and sound" - the
A UNM senior has a foot in the
science beyond Surat Shabd Yciga door to success if her grade scores
-·will have a meeting tonight at are any indication of her future.
7:30 in room 253 of the SUB.
Anna Pur and, 21, has a perfect
grade point average of 4.0. Her
Political science faculty members score on the .Law School Admission
and. majors as well as interested Test was a perfect 800.
·
students, will be hobnobing today
about political science research and
She is a member of less than one
fields of interest at 3 p.m. in room
percent of the 130,000-plus people
322, Ortega Hall.
who take the test· each year and
score 800.
""Subsidized
Housing
in
Durand has applied to law
Albuquerque/Bernalillo County"
schools at UNM, Stanford,
is the topic of the League of
Harvard,
Georgetown
and
Women Voters meeting today from
Univ~rsity of California at
noon to I p.m. in Roberts Room of Berkef'ey.
Scholes Hall. Munch out on a sack
lunch.

Rita Gonzales of the National
Economil:
.Development
Association will discuss "getting
Your own Business Started"
Monday at 12:15 p.m. in the
Business and Administrative
Sciences building.

DOONESBURY

Scholar Maintains
Perfect Record

Downtown
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SALE DAYS:
Frrday 12·8 pm
(Payday Downtown)
Salurday 9·5 • Sunday 9-.5
Every Weekend
Everyone Welcome
"100°0 Corner Downtown··
-J. McComb. Independent
National Consultanl

Over 100 Stalls $7 OOISiall/ Day·
"A Good Place To Sell-

IE 711/S A
CHAME 70

7HE CEN!P.AL
COI4MI77U?

I
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A Gooa Place To Buy"
Sellers Wanted:
Antiques. Art, Baskets, Book·
sellers, Boxes, Bulk Sell-Oils
Brass. Charil~ble Associ aIrons
Computers, Crafts, Oiel Foods.
Dolls, Elec(ronlc SynlhesiZers
Ethnic Foods, Flowers. Fruils &
Vegetables, Furniture. Garage
Sales, Garden Supplres, Glass
Work, Hardware, Hats. Health
Foods. Hoi Tubs, 1m pons, Jewel
ry. Key Maker, K1lctlenware
Lealher Goods, Molorlzed B>cy
cles, Musrcallnstruments. Nergh
borhood Associations, Plants
Posters, Pottery, Records, Ro·
lreshments, Rugs, Sandals, Sun·
glasses, Tapes, Tile, T·Shirts
Walking Sticks, Wrought Iron.
and other acceptable merchan~

We offer civilian career opportunltles that Jtress Immediate "hands-on"
responsibility-··your chance for recognltlon, :rewa;rd and professional
growth right from ihe start.
Mare Island Is an engineer's kind of world. We're the thaw iail'_g:est actl'Ve
naval shipyard In the U.S. and the West Coast's old.e~t a:rnd oot krnown
nav.allnstltutlon.
And, we're located In one of the world.'s b~st [llaces to live and wo:rk-.the
heart of Northern California! S1m Fmuclsco Is just a bay away ... the
famous wine country Is right next door, •• and salllng or skiing are 88 clo~re
88 next week-end! To get complete lnfonuaHon, contact your placement
office and sign up now for an Interview.

C1\1\1PUS JN;ri ~HVIE\VS

March 7, 197(«3

dise or services.

ACRES OF SAFE NEARBY
PARKING
'Limited Oiler, Reservalions
A variable
• BUilding Open 1 Hour Before

MAI{E ISLANI) N1\VAL SlHPYAHJ)
VaDej<>, Callfomh•

Sale Begins • Bnng Your Own

Displays, Tables or Blankels •

by Garry Trudeau

An Equal OpPQrtunlty Employer
U. S. Cltlzen•hfp Requfr.,.J

~---------------~-
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As portrayed by Kathryn Crosby
and Tony Russell, the romantic
antics of Doris and George are
coming to Popejoy Hall Sunday,
March 5, in the hit play Same Time,

Next Year.
Anything but strangers as coperformers, Mrs. Crosby and
Russell appeared in a Houston
production of The Latest Mrs.
A dams, last April, with Mrs.
Crosby's daughter, Mary Frances.

and GEORGE GESNER

In January of this year, Mrs.
Crosby's and Russell began their
arduous four-month cross-country
bus tour in North Carolina, with
the two-character Bernard Slade
play, Same Time; Next Year.
A~ wife of the late crooner Bing,
Crosby, and mother of three, Mrs.
Crosby was a woman of many
interests and humanitarian pursuits. Today, those same interests
continue.
Born Kathryn Grandstaff in
Houston, she won second place in
the "Miss Texas" contest in 1952,
which resulted .in a film career.
Beginning with a paramount
contract under the name Kathryn
Grant, she made many films,
among which were Rear Window,
Living It Up, Arrowhead, and

Unchained.
As a young actress with
Paramount,
she became a
correspondent for some 20 Texas
newspapers, writing a column titled
''Texas Girl in Hollywood."
Interviewing some of the more
pr-ominent stars of the day, she
ultimately met (in 1954) and interviewed her future husband, Bing
Crosby. They were married three
years later 'm 1957.
Continuing her college education
at the University of California at
Los Angeles, she finally received
her degree in 1955 from the
University of Texas.
Somehow, while keeping up with
her energetic husband, and raising
his three children - Harry Lillis
Junior, Mary Frances, and
Nathaniel - Mrs. Crosby still
managed to find time for her own
pursuits.
Though it took her longer than is
usual because of the intervening
births of her children, Mrs. Crosby
studied for six years and received
her registered nurse's degree from
the Queen of Angels Hospital in
Los Angeles. Also a qualified
school teacher, she performed
social work, raised funds for
charity, wrote a book (Bing and
Other Things), and continued her
career on stage, screen and
television.
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Boot Sale

Boots For Men And Women Now 39 88
And Large Selection Now 1/2 Price
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CONTACT LENS
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$10
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Duo Glide
Sanford- '"lownsend
WBBS3081
By PETER RICKER
Just as different grades of sandpaper lead to a beautiful finish on wood
so do the voices of Ed Sanford and John Townsend lead to some finely
polished music. The vocal harmonies of this Duo are like course and fine
grit sandpaper with an interesting blend of dynamic control
On the opening cut "Paradise" a nice upbeat tempo starts out the piece
with plpasant harmonies placed throughout. Otis Hale is feattJred on
"Ain't It So Love" on sax, but this song just doesn't cut it with the emphasis placed on the interlude of the sax. The number can be noted for
interesting tempo changes, with smooth transitions. Technical mixing on
"Cryin' Like a Child" ·brings a new twist to the consistant sound of the
Sanford Townsend band with the use of distant vocal harmonies in contrast to the up front sound of the lead vocal. The last two cuts on side one
can be labeled easy listening pieces noted for there full sound arrangement.
Side two is full of magic starting off with "Voodoo." The lead of Otis
Hale on sax really shines on this one with a strong up beat tune with interesting rythm changes, adding up to a very rewarding selection.
"Voodoo" can almost be classified as a semi funky tune. "Mississippi
Sunshine" is a pleasant swinging tune which remined me of many tunes of
the Band with the distinctive style of country-rock. "Eights and Aces" is
the weakest selection on the whole album, but if you like talking sones with
a moral this is for you. "Sometines When the Wind Blows" is marked by
over emotional vocals which detract from the words and the music. The
album does close on a positive note with "Eye of My Storm (Oh Woman)"
with a full sound and a peppy tempo.
Ed Sanford and John Townsend do compose very well and seem to work
together well as the sound is tight throughout the album. I would not place
this on the ten best list or a must get list, but it does have its strong points.

Frapce will be in
Albuquerque

Gotdon's Endless Wire
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"Down in the dark of a burnt out soul
There's a few good second hand dreams. "
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By ROBERT SPIEGEL

Casey Optical Co.

We are very proud of the nice
things people are telling us
about our new omelettes.
' .
•/l

Duo-Glide PatQdise

Endless Wire/Gordon Lightfoot/Warner Brothers Records BSK-3149

Lomas al W ashinglon
"'-'~-:::->-- ~- 255-8736'
-:

-'?.. .{\c.( _

Snnford nnd Townsend

Allergan Kit $3.50

CallfuJ len. J)flt'f"' "'' /nud.
\oft. nr 'l'mt·•ult lc·n""' '

323 Romero NW
In OldTown

5307 Menaul NE
Just East of San Mateo

Vampyr: This is how they spelled
the bloodsucking rascal in 1931.
Chilling thrills at the SUB Theatre
tonight.
Foolish Wives: Marriage is a jest at
the SUB Theatre Saturday night.
Th~ Harder They Come: Reggae
music isn't just a style of music,
it's an event. The movie takes you
behind the scenes while you sit in
limbo with Jimmy Cliff at Don
Panchos this weekend. .
Black Orpheus: Festivities and
colorful cdstumes make an enjoyable background for an updated version· of the Greek myth of
Orpheus .and Eurydice. Breno
Mello and Marpessa Dawn star in
this beautiful and tragic tale. See
Claudia and friends at Don
Panchos this weekend.
Rocky Horr.or Picture Show: ,Gener
blenders, shocker rockers and chic
freaks are out to make your
·nightmares a reality at the Don
Panchos midnight movie this
weekend.
Goodbye Girl: Neil Simon offered
the plot and his wife to this
nominated film for the Academy
Awards. The movie 'fares welt at
the Hiland Theatre.
The Turning Point: Ballet and soap
opera make a good combination.
Shirley· Mac Laine and Anne
Bancroft turn in memorable
performances at the Lobo Arts
Theatre.
Candlesl10e: Jack be nimble, Jack
be quick, Jack jumped over the
candleshoe. Jodie Foster hopes to
find her treasure chest at the
Coronado Four.
Sasquatch: Seven people discover
the startling reality of low-budget
moviemaking at the Coronado
Four.
The Betsy: This movie's engine has
stalled and such name brands as
Olivier, Duvall and Robbins are of
no use. Car trouble is featured at
the Coronado Four.
Semi Tough: See Kris Kristofferson
get penalized for unsportsmanlike

cont. on p. 7

Open Sundays
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Compileo ny DAN HUMENIC~
acting. Tough luck . at the
Alan Rudolph. A mini-N~shville, Coma: It's not fun being a corpse. destiny at the Mall Cinema.

Ctosby's Wife In Comedy
By JANE QUESNEL
Doris and George are not your
ordinary couple. Meeting on the
same weekend each year, they .
spend a single night in the same inn,
in an affair which continues over 24
vears. Somewhere along the way, of
~ourse, Doris and George fall in
love, complicating already complicated lives - for Doris and
George, though married, are not
married to each other.

.

I. ;

lOBO Guide to the movies

. 'i)

0

These lines from the title song of Gordon Lightfoot's recent album,
Endless Wire, accurately describe the record. This is a shell of an album.
Each song reflects Lightfoot, but none, with the possible excpetion of
"Endless Wire," really capture any tangible thought. Imagine someone
talking long after the grasp of the initial thqught has been lost.
Occasionally Lightfoot bumps into something coherent, but it quic)<ly slips
away. No meat, but all the classic Lightfoot dreams are still intact, ornamental, decorative, signifying very little.
"Sweet Guinevere," a tale of a woman in a mining town that suffers a
disaster, is a standard Lightfoot ballad in the style of the "The Wreck of
the Edmund Fitzgerald," Yet here, Lightfoot fails to bring his characters
alive; they remain shadows , paper-cut outs in an ambiguous story. This
song is surrounded by love songs, tender and mature, which fall short of
presenting any authentic emotion.
Two exceptions to these problems are "The Circle is Small" and
"Endless Wire." "The Circle," a conventional Lightfoot love song, is
saved from mediocrity by an intriguing melody. "Endless Wire" is interesting in its personal admission of emotional drought: "I don't have
nothin' but time/ I ain't got a thing to show," etc. It's the only song on the
album that is entirely convincing, and if this song is convincing, it stands as
evidence that Lightfoot has indeed reached a creative lull. Yet the album
was obviously put together with a great deal of effort. I have no doubts
that this low period will pass. Until then, I'll keep playing the earlier
Lightfoot albums.

Trcamrc1 7:10
CLL~ablanca:

9:30

friday: Carl Dryer's
Vampyr at 7:00 and 9:15

Comn's michnel Douglns nnd Genevieve Bujold

Vortex: Red Hot Lovets
Last weekend the Vortex Theater
opened its production of Neil

... Crosb~
cont. hom p. 6

For two years, she was hostess of
her own morning talk show in San
Francisco, and it was considered to
be one of the most popular shows in
the greater Bay area.
Besides appearing with her family
on television every Christmas
season, Mrs. Crosby continued in
films, appearing in features like

Anatomy of a Murder, The Big
Circus, The Seventh Voyage of
Sinbad, and Ce/12455 Death Row.
After the end of this play, Mrs.
Crosby has many things planned,
including two books about her
husband Bing, currently in
preparation. The frrst, called A

Satutday

Simon's The Last of the Red Hot
Lovers. The production is directed
by Bob Bass and it will continue on
March 3, 4, 5, 10 and 1 begining at
8 p.m. There will also be matinees
at 2 p.m. on March 5 and 12.
Easily one of the best and certainly the most successful, comedy
writers since World War Two,
Simon has been "done to death" by
the dinner theaters around
America. His most recent success
was with Goodbye Girl. This is the
first time the Vortex has presented a
Simon Play, and the theater is
doing so as part of the spring
comedy season. The Vortex Theater
is located in the alley just south of
Central on Vassar.

Elich Von Strohelm's
Foolish Wives

7:00
and
9:15

The Union (sub) Theatre
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The bue story of a family
that fought the Nazi madness
with Ute only weapon Utey had.
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Love.

Le Treteau de Paris
presents Ionesco's
La Cantatrice Chauve
and
a French Cabaret act
Jacques Prevert's
songs.

(six one act plays)
March 5, 6, 7, & 8
8:00 PM

'1'6eat~ 0

Sierra Madre

The second will be a photo
scrapbook which family friend Bob
Hope will help her put together.

Acts of Passion

j••

CASABLANCA

::~~sh~0 ~: Si~~~n:r;d ~~~st~r~ "'?

Succornb to

'Jrn"'w aDllil e
know how you like it.

C~ronado Four.
it is a film diary of several people Life hangs in suspense at the Th.e One and Only_: Henry Winkler
Jnha: Jane Fonda and Vanessa
and their tumultous relationships
Louisiana Blvd. Cinema.
dies a thousand times and decides
Red~rave star in Fred Zinat theM Plaza.
·
Close Encounters of the Third to take the mat at the Foxn~"?ann's excellent ada~tation ?fa Annie Hall: This film is nothing
Kind: It's an encounter with Winrock.
Lillian Hellma~ auto?wgraphical
short of funny and entertaining.
story. The film IS nomi~ated for II
Diane Keaton and Woody Allen
Academy Awa.rds and 1~ one of the
are finally recognized by the
Academy. Love, joy and tears at
few w?rthwhile movies of the
year. Fme performances at the M
the Cinema East.
Plaza,.
The Boys in Company C: An
The ~ate Great. Planet Earth: This
amusing Catch-22-type story that
movie comes. highly recommended
depicts the zany antics of a group
of brainwashed subjects in
by evangelist George "Jed"
~mock; but Dan Humenick says it
Vietnam. The various . gleeful
IS poorly made garbage detailing
killings and maimings make for a
the cancerous death throes of· fun nigl)t of filmic entertainment
everybody's favorite world. We
at the Los Altos Twin.
love the Earth! It is our friend! See Saturday Night Fever: Travolta
this startling and moneymaking
dances his way to an Oscar
Bogar\ in
(Yes, i( does cost money.)
nomination. It's a good feeling
documentary at the M Plaza.
and the voting panel must have
had a dose of night fever themWelcome to L.A. Welcome to a
highly acclaimed sex movie
selves. Slip your disco at the
TREASURE OF
directed by Robert Altman protege
Louisisana Blvd. Cinema.

tickets - $150 or $1.00
(groups of ten or more)
at Fine Arts Box Office 277-4402

Students l/2 price

(downstairs Fine

Everything from a
Mobylobo to a
Double]umbo. A
sandwich to match
every appetite.
LQokforour
daily Specials.
Starring JULIE HARRIS
EILEEN HECKART
ARTHUR O'CONNELL
lrtlrodutihg JEANNEITE CLIFf
So:~~ by Jt.u.Al't &ttlME "nd lAWREtK:EHOLatn

A Wor14 \~Moe Pldllf'd .-elea~ 111 Metmcalor<&

UNM
Woodward Hall 101
Friday, March 3, 1978
7:30pm

ADMISSION $1·00

Arts Complex)

.I

Authentic
New Mexican
Cuisine.
Try the combination
plate or our
Daily Special

Upper Level
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a film by Alan Rudolph

ill. L.A.

W..ti.C.owut
i:b:
"A BRILLIANT, IMPRESSIONISTIC
COLLAGE OF PERFORMANCE, MUSIC, SETTING AND
VIEWPOINT. IT CONTRIBUTES TO THE
CONTINUING EVOLUTION OF OUR CENTURY'S
GREAT ART FORM."
-William Wolf, Cue Magazine

.Lobos Trounce CSU
'
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor

I

W..r.Rt.owu..i:b:
"THE MOST BIZARRE GALLERY OF
CHARACTERS ANY FILM HAS SHOWN IN YEARS.
ALAN RUDOLPH IS A YOUNG TALENT MAKING AN .
'
J
EXTRAORDINARY DEBUT."
-Jack Kroll, Newsweek

'·

''Automatic" Super,

W...th.owu..i:b:
"A REAL BREAKTHROUGH. A STRIKING
ACHIEVEMENT. IT TAKES THE APOCALYPTIC L.A ..
FILM IN A STARTLING NEW DIRECTION."
-Frank Rich, New York Post

W...th.owu.. il>: "A LANGUID, FASHIONABLY

.

DISENCHANTED VIEW OF LIFE AND LOVE IN
LOS ANGELES SEEN AS A SORT OF SUNSET
STRIP 'LA RONDE'."
-Vincent Canby, New York Times

W...tft.owu..
to: "TOUCHSTONES FOR US ALL .... a deeply
interior view of city lives ... Godfathered by Altman ...
Rudolph probes the contemporary female psyche with
sensitivity and understanding ... The heartbreak songs
are sung in shattering rough tones by Richard Baskin
and touchingly by Keith Carradine."
-Judith Crist

W.tftowu..
to: "THE MOST PROMISING DEBUT OF A
YOUNG AMERICAN DIRECTOR IN TOO LONG A TIME."
-Jay Cocks, Time Magazine

W.tftowu..
il>: "THE FIRST AMERICAN MOVIE MADE
FOR THE SIMON AND GARFUNKEL GENERATION."
-Tom Allen, Soho Weekly News

W.tftowu..
il>: THE CULT MOVIE OF THE 1980'S.
It has the tone of today down perfect."
II

-Richard Corliss, New Times Magazine

W.tftowu..il>:"THE BEST MADE FILM I'VE SEEN THIS

YEAR. A TEAM TRIUMPH. IT WILL BE WELCOME
ANYWHERE."
-Bob Lape, WABC-TV

-

1\\
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New Mexico senior co-captain
Marvin Johnson broke thre scoring
records Thursday night before
18,101 fans at University Arena to
lift the Lobos to a 111-88 Western
Athletic Conference basketball win
over Colorado State assuring UNM
of at least a tie for the 1978 WAC
crown.
With 2:30 remaining the the
game and UNM ahead 101-79,
Johnson connected on a hook shot
to break the I 971 UNM season
scoring record set by Willie Long
.
with 621 points.
Then with 1:431eft in the contest,
Johnson hit has patented corner
jump shot to break the old Arean
scoring record of 46, his own,
against Keqtucky State.
"Automatic's final record came
with I: 15 left in the game as Marvin
pumped in his 50th point of the
game to break the old WAC single
game scoring record held by Jerry
Chambers of Utah and Flynn
Robinson of Wyoming.
Johnson, who scored 24 points in
the first half and 26 in the second
half, said, "This was one of my
better nights. I just went out to win
a game, but I guess this is icing on
the cake."
An elated Johnson went on to
say, "It was a blessing from God."

'
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Take It to the Ho.op
By Elliott Hestet.
The wolfpa~k here at UNM
is the best in the country, says the writers' pen.
Their magnificent record will undoubtedly show
the thirst and desire, which through their veins flow.
Russell. Saunders, a man of not many inches
fakes many a defender from out of their britches.
As he sets the tremendously fast Lobo pace
Cooper waits 'for the pass with a smile on his face.
Mike stands there, dribbling, still wearing a grin,
but a split second later, two points have gone in.
With the grace of a swan as he heads for the hoop, ·
overwhelmed is the "pit" with the sound of "coop-coop."
Ah yes, there's that man who wears twenty-one.
His wrists are more deadly than any shotgun.
When he has the ball the crowd gets fanatic,
cause Marvin's persistent, he's become "Automatic."
Johnson can shoot, but he's still a team man;
he'll pass Howard the ball whenever he can.
Now Willie's a player of all-around sort,
he'll pour in the ponts from all over the court.
His specialty shot is not a hook or a jumper.
He's the Lobes' ace, number one slam dunker.
Another" Jam mer" is the big man Wil Smiley.
The fans and the players all think of him "highly."
If a Lobo shot happens to bounce off the rim,
'·''
·• , . ..-.
you can bet Wil's going to slam it back irt.' '
When it comes to rebounding, you're subject to find
"A closeencouter of the Jim Allen kind."
First under the basket, then up in the air,
Jimmy rips off the rebound with stature and flari.
"Floats like a butterfly, stings like a bee,"
so goes the shot of slick Phil Abney.
They call him "Iceman'' 'cause his game is so cool,
he makes the defender look worse than a fool.
Felix and Stewart are the ones to remember
when the game plan calls for a rock-hard defender.
They'll strip away the ball or force a bad shot.
These d1,1des are always defensively hot.
Prolow, Williams, Polinsky and Shanks,
names not too familiar, but they all deserve thanks.
It's true that we really don't see them play much,
but they're who we call for help in the clutch.
Coach Ellenberger's not one who's likely to boast
though he'll be the lirst in a championship toast.
"He's a tough coach," I heard Allen say.
That's one of the reasons we'll take NCAA.
The most impressive trait about this great team
isn't just how they play, but how they act on the scene.
Although they're celebrities in their own special way,
they're never without something friendly to say.
The message is clear and the meaning is true.
Win, lose or draw, we're always behind you.

[A]lion.·s

TAPE AVAILABL£ oN uNiTED ARnsrs

Ln RecoRos

Films

SHOWTIMES
1:15 3:15 5:15
7:15 9:15
Adults $2.00
Until2pm

VIDEO TAPES
Feb. 6-12
Mar. 6·12
10-3 pm Dnlly
In m•sa Loung•ln Th~ H.E. Com•t OfTh• Sub
Aero•• From Ptontoa
An ASUHm/Stud•nt Ac:tlvltl•• Production
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Marvin Johnson hits one of his 21 field goals which led
the way to his record setting 50 points.

SliNG L~SS iJD'QTS

•· -Ra~·~Bans, Ph~•to-Chrome,
Gra Ients, Mirrors, or oiCifiZea.-- ·

HAYAY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

.Casey Optical Co.
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Lomas at Washington
. ' 255-6329 .
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Small organization has
openings for young executives.
Goo$~
~.
fa
•
good future, JO sm1s ct1on.
::.·· -" .

The 1977-78 Western Athletic
Conference basketball race comes
to an end with linal play this
weekend.
In games on Saturday, Arizona
State and Arizona play their last
game ever as WAC teams in Tucson
as both squads pack their bags for
the West Coru;t and the PAC-8
conference. The host Wildcats
carry a 5-8 league mark into
Saturday night's game .and the
Sundevils boast a 6-7 mark.
The Brigham Young Cougars end
their season as they trek to Salt
Lake City to tangle with the
powerful Utah Utes. Frank
Arnold's young team will sport a 67 mark while the Utes of coach
Jerry Pimm will be at home with
their 11-2 record.
Colorado State will be in El Paso
for their WAC linale and Wyoming
will be hosted by New Mexico in the
TVS Game of the Week to be
televised at 2:30 p.m. over KOBTV, channel4.

I~

Cooper, who finished the game
with 10 points and six steals, said,
"We came all the way back tonight,
the 'Pack is back!"
Willie Howard, who ended a fine
night with 18 points, said, "I was
very safisfied with the defense
tonight. It's the best we've played
in a while."
In the Lobo locker room after the
game, CSU coach Jim Williams
asked for silence and said, "Listen,
I want you guys to win it all. You're
a ,good ball club, go out there and
wm. ''
The Lobos can now clinch the
1978 WAC title Saturday afternoon
when UNM hosts Wyoming who
lost to Texas-EI Paso Thursday
night 62-55. The Lobo-Cowboy
game will be broadcast live
Saturday afternoon at 2:40 as the
TVS WAC game of the Week.

:-•
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Student Activities A
Presents
:f~l'

Superman

Johnson's 50 points came on 21
of 27 shots from the field and eight
of 10 from the free throw line.
.The game, a very physical battle
which saw the referees whistle 57
fouls, puts the Lobos at 12-1 in the
league while the Rams' conference
mark feil to 7-6.
The Lobos and the Rams
seesawed with the lead at the outset
before Johnson put UNM ahead
for good at 17-16. The Lobos
steadily built their lead and went
into the locker room at half time
with a commanding47-30 lead.
In the ·physical first half, CSU's
AI Baker, who played football for
the Rams last fall, was ejected from
the game after throwing an elbow
to the jaw of Michael Cooper.
The Lobo defense shone brightly
in the second half as UNM padded
its lead over the foul plagued Rams.

WAC
Finales

'\

Robert Altman presents "Welcome to L.A." a f.ilm by Ala_n Rudolph . .
starring Keith Carradine · Sally Kellerma.n · Gerol~me Chaplin · .Harvey Ke1t~l
Lauren Hutton . John Considine · Vlveca Lmdfors • S1ssy Spacek • Richard Baskm
Denver Pyle . music and songs by Rich~rd Ba.skin • pr9duc~ by Robert Altman
written and directed by Alan Rudolph • filmed m Panavtston
oRIGINAL MOTION PICTuRE. souNDTRAcK ALBuM AND
.I.,· Gate

•

'

INKOS I~
ODAK ·I
~

1FILm SALE 1
I

10% Discount

I

~

Next to Dnlty Queen ~

~ Across From UNm ~
~ 2312 Centrnl S.E. ~
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We're the Coast
Guard.
We may be small
(about 37,000 strong)
but our jobs are some
of the most important ones in the country.
As you probably know, we're in the business
of saving lives and property.
But we're also charged with protecting our
coastlines, our Great Lakes, our waterways.
Regulating the new 200-mile fishery conservation
zone. Intercepting narcotics trafficking. Monitoring the vessels that come and go at all of our
major ports.
Big jobs. Requiring top people.
That's why we need good, qualified,,ambitious men and women.

PutvourBac:helor's Degree to work.

•
We're
especially interested if you have a
technical degree-in engineering, science, mathematics, or computers. We've got the work that
takes your special talents and skills.
Once you finish officer's candidate school18 weeks in Yorktown, Virginia -we'll give you a
job with responsibility. You work with the most
t'l'll

IU·:PRI~SENTATI

!I h- 7 /7 B

VE \\I f.l

llE II ERE

advanced equipment
and technology
known. It's good
work, good surroundings, with men and
women of your talent ane abilities.

The benefits. And the rewards.
A starting salary of over $10,000 that can
increase by over 40% in your first three years with
normal promotion and seniority raises.
Free medical and dental care. A quarters
allowance.
Tuition assistance for off-duty education.
Thirty days of paid vacation a year.
And a generous retirement plan for those who
make the Coast Guard a career.
Plus the reward of performing in an organization that is considered the very best in the nation.

How to apply.
See your college placement office, or call
800-424-8883 toll free for more information.
The Coast Guard needs officers. What other
c_ompany will make you an officer and give you
a job fitting your title after 18 weeks?

Coast Guard QC.S.
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Grapplers,to Fort Collins,
Swimmers to Provo
The University of New Mexico
wrestling team ·travels to Fort
Collins, Colo. this weekend to
compete in the Western Athletic

Conference's championship
tournament.
The race for the WAC wrestling
crown is expected to be a very ti~ht

Women ·.in Action

confrontation between Brigham
Young University and Arizona
State. The ASU Sundevils grabbed
the 1976 WAC wrestling championship while the BYU Cougars

·*********************************
***
upset the Arizona State squad last
~ : . New Mexico Gun Collectors Assoc. . : yer~bo Coach Ron Jacobsen said
~ -tc
GUN
SHOW
** ;championship
the Lobos are ready for WAC
:z: iC
·
.
action and this year's
,-:; :
~ squad is one of UNM' s best.
,..., iC
Sat. & Sun. _ March 4 & 5
* Team standings for the 1977
~ iC
•
' * WAC championship put New
~ iC
Albuquerque Convention Center
* Mexico at 7th place.
SELL
TRADE
BROWSE* coach Jacobsen plans to better
::tc+:BUY
* last year's record· with the return of
Adults $1.50
DOOR PRIZES ~ super-wrestler B•Jtch Escalante at
iC Children under 12 FREE
*
the 126-pound position and Lobo
: 50c Discount On Adm. With This Ad
~ team captain Gpry Hines at 142
************************ ************ the
poiunds.h
n ot er men ' s WAC, fimaIs over
weekend, the UNM swimming
3
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IT'S HEREI THE ONE YOUV'E BEEN WAITING FOR!
.·

By MARK SMITH ·
.
LOBO Sports Writer
Still battling with the flu, the
UNM baseball team will fight the
University of Nevada Las Vegas in
a four game series opening today.
The Lobos arrived in Vegas
yesterday and are looking forward
to a successful road trip.
The two clubs will square off in a
dou,ble-header
today
and
tomorrow.
This is UNM's first time on the
LARGEST
SELECTION

CAPEZIO~ ~
DANSKIN

jtjt

GYM· KIN

~ 'iu\

4121 CENTRAL NE opposl.. Hiland Shopping

Financial Aid

TOP STEREO AT DISCOUNT PRICES!

The great PIONEER SX-850 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver at an unbelievable
LOW price! Loaded with the latest
features available plus, with 65*
watts of clean music power, all we
can say Is that this one Is GREAT! I!

$329

were very weak, so Tuesday we just
ran, and it rained us out Wednesday. But even with the lack of
practice we'll be out after them. 'vVt:.
have a good bunch on this team."
Cappelli named ace Rob Hoover
as the starter for the first game and
Cappelli will send up John Cherney
and Bruce Barber in the second and
third games. All three will go as far
as they can then they'll go with the
relief, mainly John Beristovich,
Bob 1 ohnston and Dan Muth.
Coach Cappelli is worried about
the weather in Las Vegas because of
his teams health.
·
BYU told us that it was very
windy uck cvlk, ank was worse than
Provo." He continued, "This week
the weather report is rain, so we'll
just have to wait and see what
develops."
Commenting on last weeks series
with BYU Cappelli noted, "l was
extremely pleased with out effort,
we had a good overall performance
except for our relief pitching in the
second game. The Lobos won the
two games 6-0, and 10-9. It wasn't
the freshman either, but the experienced relievers that didn't hold
up as well."
This could be a big series, since
it's the first road trip for the youthful Lobos.

NEW M E X I C O ' h .

PRESENTS

CATCH THIS PRICE! PIONEER

Baseball Team to 'Vegas

-

r . '""-"'"-:'~==:::.:::___:,·

iI

team heads for Brigham Young for
the 16th annual WAC Swimming
Championships.
Defending champ Arizona is the
best bet to win which would give
them their fourth swimming title.
The Lobos of coach Sam Jones
along with the rest of the conferen.ce teams will be out to stop the
Wildcat supremecy in swimming.

. Women wearing Lobo uniforms will be busy this weekend
bouncing basketballs down south, running up north and smackin~
softballs right here in Albuquerque.
The end ofthe regular season awaits the UNM basketball team as
they travel io Las Cruces today to play New Mexico State and on io El
Paso to play Texas-EI Paso on Saturday.
"We better not be looking past these two teams to the regionals or
we'll be in trouble," Lobo coach Kathy Marpe said.
UNM is currently tied with Weber' State for third place at 9-2 in the
Intermountain Conference. The top four teams in the conference
qualify for the regional tournament.
Senior Patty Howell said she expects her and her teammates to plate
second or third in the regional tournament.
New Mexico State is 5-6 in the conference and is just trying to finish
above .500. UNM whipped New Mexico State earlier in the year in the
Pit. ·
'
.Jean Rostermondt leads the Lobo offensive attack with a 16.5
average, while Carol Morland is awesome on the boards with a 19.9
rebound average.
.Meanwhile, back in the mountains of Colorado, at the home of the
Atr Force Academy, the track team finishes out their indoor season.
"The girls have been practicing real hard for this meet," assistant
coach Tony Sandoval said.
Sandoval said the flu has been a problem for the women but has
.
high hopes for Susie Vigil and Cindy "Flash" Ashby.
The two. Lobo track women will get plenty of competition from
Colorado's Mary Decker who broke the world record in the 1000meter run.
Janet Wroblewski and Virginia Middleton will try their energy in
the mile-run. Vigil and Ashby will tackle the 440- and 880- vard run
.
.'
and Peggy Mallory will run the 300- and 60-yard dash.
The UNM women's softball team opens its preseason by taking on
members of KRKE radio Sunday at I p.m. on Field I at Los Altos
park.
Coach Susan Craig will sports stars Arvita Higgins Tammy Goff,
Nancy Campbell, and Cheryl Shaw.

IT'S HERE! The one youv'e been waiting for/ CUSTOM HI-FI's
Spectacular BRAND NAME CLEARANCE! The Top Names in sterso are
priced to go. Choose your new equipment and save BIG! It's an Event
we know you won't want to miss. HURRY! Quantities Limited on some
items.

"65 wetts fiMS per channel @ B ohms, 20·
20,000Hz with no more than 0.1% THO.

®PIONEER'

WATT'S
NEW, FOR YOU!
The NEW AU317 Integrated Amplifier from SANSUI.
Direct Coupled Circuitry is the purist sound for the
audio purist!

STORE HOURS: Thurs. 10·8 Fri.and Sat. 10·6

$2·29·

GREAT STEREO
BEGINNINGS!

PIONEER ROTATIONS
The durable PIONEER PL 115D Belt-Drive
Tumtable is incredibly priced to sell, TODAY!
Auto-Return and sensitive S-Shaped Tonearm
are just the beginning. Price INCLUDES Base
and Dustcover

@PIONEER'
With a HUGE 12" Woofer, acoustic suspension designed enclosure, and more,
the CONCERTS are yours, TONIGHT! It's
the LOW PRICE that's hard to believe I

SANSUI TURNS IBI:~:
The Direct Drive SRg29 Is a auartz·Servo Manual
Turnlable for the PERFECTIONIST.

CERWIN-VEGA 317
When you demand the BEST,
tho'CONCERT PEOPLE
DELIVER!! Check this price.

AUDIO·TECHNICA TRACKS!

$299

TEAC FRONT••• LOADED!
The TEAC A-400 Front·Loadlng Cess·
ette Deck is Chock full of all the pro·
fessional features you need to make
great quality lapes. Dolby, Twin Vu·
Meters, Bias Equalization and more,
make this an EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
FOR YOU!

I

:1

lOWlY B!l!ltl

Come by the office and pick up your forms today.
Mail the forms immediately to C.S.S. in Berkeley to
insure that the completed forms will be at UNM's
Financial Aid office by April I, 1978.

In The Student Union
Building Base~nent
Danee To The Funliy Diseo
Sound Of

IB\~IItoi)P&II

b)'P~

SANYO CAR... GO!

\1

In The

Technics
THE MOST MUSIC
SYSTEM!

SANYO'S ~1415is for YOU! AM/FM Cassette
performance PLUS IT RECORDS! An unbelievably great value. Don't miss this one.

.SANVO

Technics
,_

AKAI... REEL. .. Y GREAT!

This Friday Night

IMAGINE... The TECHNICS SA5070 Receiver! It's a sure wlnnerforthe
music lover on a budget. Features abound and the power Is plentiful,
Perfectly matched for performance, CUSTOM HI-FIIncludos tho BSR
2260 Total Turntable and ECI's PROFILE 400, 3-way Spoakers with
big 8" woofer. Together, those wild Imaginings that come from finely
played music are yours for a song.

The AT-910 Cartridge Is a Duai·Magnet Design
that tracks light and gets the most music from
your albums, CLEANLY!

TEAC

Summer 1978*, Fall-Spring 1978-79
Deadline for completed forms is
April!, 1978

$299

Reel·to·Reel performances at the
Great Cuslom Hi-FI Price. Packed with
top line features,the AKAI 4000DS
features sound on sound and a lot
more. CHECK IT OUT!

~

'

i

l

,,I

AKAI

TAPE IT AWAY!
The MAXELL UDXL-1190 Mlnule Cassette is
TOPS for your qUality deck.

$259

$549

A superb system perfectly matched for the stereo connoisseur!
TECHNICS SA5270 Receiver has as• watts of clean, usable power
and features that Include FM Muting, Loudness, Signal Strength
Meter, to name a few. Our experts have chosen TECHNICS SL·20
Belt·Drlve Servo Turntable for It's excellence and beauty. II comes
complete with base, dustcover and AT·910 Cartridge. To complete
the system, ECI's PROFILE 620 Speakers were chosen, for their high
efficiency and powerful12" woofer for rich bass sounds. Together,
this one RIVALS THE CONCERTSI!

12fo~46

WE MAKE IT
EVERY STORE
DISCOUNT IS IN OUR NAME WE SELL STEREO
OUR PRICES & SERVICE
EASY TO BUY!
IS A WAREHOUSE
AND WE'FIE PROUD OF IT
NOT ATMOSPHERE! . KEEP US# 1 WITH

Enjoy the music today, with com/en lent
monthly payments, on approved credit.
Most major credit cards honored on
most purchases. lnterest·free layaway
Is also available

Each one Is packed with great stereo.
You'llfind the best names and the latest
equipment because we believe you
shouldn't be limited to a limited
selection,

Offeringtruediscountpricesday·inand
day-out is a matter of pride. In fact,
discount prices are what we're all
about. That's why we're the GREAT
AMERICAN CUSTONi.

rou

W~ don't fool you with pretty store Our peopl<: are stereo experts 1nter·

fronts, flashy fixtures and expensive
frills, that add to the cost of buying. We
don'thaveallthatexpensiveoverhead,
oo you don't pay extra lor frills.

ested In 9•.vlng you the kind of low
discount pnces and great, service that
keeps us No.1 wlthyou.Withusyouget
tho most music for your monoy.

(Formerly K.imerah)

*The only financial aid available this summer will be work-study
and NMSL.

...\.dJi&ission l 11.t•iccl'J;
Students S1.00 eaeh
~~~(With J.D., 1111us One Guest)
I"

SLOOeach

111 nblie S2.00 eaela

5003 ..5005 Menaul Blvd
262-0858

HI·FI
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. ·, •LU·~<ITIONfil
WALl< TO UNM. Two moms, cooking. racilities,
bat h. Woman prercrrcd. $110, 265·3927.
03/06

Classlfleds
1.

PERSONALS

CONTACTS?17
Ca~cy

.

POLISHING &

SOLUTIONS.

Optical Company, 255-8736

tfn

ACCURAT~

INFORMATION ABOUT contraccJ1tion,_ sterilization, abortion. RigiU to Choo~'! 1
294-0171.
.
04/.28
ALBUQUI'RQUE JOURNAL !Oc, Am<rican
ci,garcues 48c, imported cigarettes fr'olfl 20 nations-.
t:ustom blended pipe'tobucco's--cigars and Honeyrose
herbal dgar~lles. Wait! There's morc--P_ipe &
Tobacco Rd. h~s jewelry· boxes--rainbows,

paraphcrnalia--celestird st;::asonings teas and lay-away
plan, Pipe & Tobacco Road, I078 Cornell SE, Vl
block UNM. M-F 8:30-6, Sat. 10-5,
03/03
DELIVER LUNCH, Cararro's Pizza will delive~

sandwiches. pizza, salads to your desk atluJtch time,
Call268-2300.
03/09
DORMS, IF YOU'RE HUNGRY at night give
'Carano's Pizza a call for delivery of its famous pizza,
.~:mdwlches, and salads. 268·2300.
03/09

'·

PMOUNTAIN, PART 2'', "CLO£E ENCOUNTERS", "SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER",
"COMA"p· ll!scounl movie tickets available ~o~;m.
Watch for details.
03/03
Rrrrring! "LOBO .... No, Woodward and Bernstein
aren'l in, can I take a message7., Call the LOBO
hcw~tlp hot line 277-5656.
03/0J
GUITAR LESSONS. lntmductory lesson free. Ftl\k 1
claSsical or rock. Experienced teacher. Private
lessons. Crill Marc at L& M Music Studio 247-8158.
tfn
HAPPY BIRTHDAY LINPA.IIoveyou. Chuck.
03/07
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDY· in South America,
UNM'~ Andean Center, mformation 229 Ortega
Hall, 277-2631>.
03/08
INSTEAD OF THE mindless sex and violen.:e of TV,
come ab!iorb tasteful id display in "Acts of Passion",
6 one-acts March 5·8, 8 pm in UNM's Experimental
Thealrc. Tickets only $1.50 at the Fine Arts Bo~
Office,
03/03
1P YOU'VE HAD any problems with library fines
call m. The LOBO news lip hollinc277-5656. 03/07
PERRY'S PIZZA (acros:; from UNM), WE Deliver,
Call843-9750. Try our fresh salad and slice specials.
03/08
MOTHER EARTH NEWS back issues discounted 10
percei11. Chamisa Bookshop 266~1229.
03/03
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy
Hour.Evcry Friday from 5:30 to 7:30.
03/0J
HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY, Snrah Ann, The
Cincinnatl Kid, Star Trek Nut from Gallup.
03/03
MISS SIGNING-UP your child for little League
Baseball? Call 243·7306 or 26.S-7395 for late
registration info.
03/06
POSH BAGEL IS HAYING a meeting for those
interc:'ltcd in joining Posh's softball team, Monday
Morch6, 5:15pm.
o;;o,;

2.

LOST&FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
55
SUBSTANTIAL REWARD FOR Japanese Netsuke
doll on black cord. Lost 2/16/78. Call Francine, 277·
2631 orin Santa Fe, 983·7737.
OJ/03
LOST SATURDAY NITE at Cale Concert at Golden
Inn, brownish rust dachshund cross. CALL 266·2543.
Reward. Answers to Shacker.
03/07

FOUND NEAR TACO Villa, Labrador puppy,
female. 883-1465 after 5:00pm.
03/07
LOST: LADIES BLUE wallet. Important pap!!rs.
Reward offered. Call Susan, 292-3692.
03106
REWARD- FOR GOLD watch lost 2/28/78, -Sentimental value. Cal1268·6306.
03/09

3.

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired or cook.ing and
cleaning? Need a place to Jive for spring term? Come
to the College Inn. 303 Ash NE, 243-2881.
03/03

5 .. FOR SALE

SERVICES

LSAT·MCAT. REV~EW COURSES. Prepare Now.
C<\11 PENM 842-5200,
tfn

1976 FIAT 131_, 5-speed, low mileage, excellent
. condition, many ex(ras. Call Barry 877-7881. Ol/09

EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.
03/31
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing a·nd
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,·.
scholastic,CharJs&t~bles,345-212.S.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now J·minute Passport Photo~. No appointment.
268-HSI5.
tfn

EDITORIAl SERVICE AND writing assistance .
265·1164.
03/06
GUITAR LESSONS OffERED by guitar major.
Designed to your intcre.~t. Sr. Ojeda. 277·2324, 24303/08
6343.
NEED HELP WITH PAPERS? Typing, editing,
revision, research. 281-3001,
03/03
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS.
clothes. Reasonable. 262..0868,

MEN'S
03/03

23RD STREET' RUNS Into Hr.aven Books, Bookfinder. Fine editions for the collector, or the an~aRe
hard-to-rind. Henry Miller, Kenneth Patchen 1 Wm,
Burroughs, Kerouac, De Laclos' "Les Uai!lons
Dangereuse.s," Black Sun. 175. 843-6396 after 12.
Mon.Snt.
03/07
AIKIDO LESSONS MARTIAL Art and Meditation.
First leMon free, Sandia Judo Cl\.!_bs. Saturday 9:00
am.
OJ/08
HAVE A BEAUTIFUL garden. Start the easy wr~y.
Rototilling by appolntmem, Call Tim 268-6510.03/08

4.

HOUSING

ONE BLOCK UNM,·deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment. Twin or double beds, $185, Varsity
House, 141 ColumbioSE.
03/10

FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE 3-bdrm house.
Around March I st. Non-smoker! 268·0183 after 5
rm.
03/03
WAlK TO UNM. Clean 1-hdrm, large yard. $120,
utilities paid. Call 262-1751·, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.

t)j;o3
LARGE 3-BDRM HOUSE. Kids, pets welcome.
$210, no lease. Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc.
03/03
GARAGE PLUS COZY 2·bdrm, securely fenced,
yard, kid.~. pets, $100 includes utilities. Call262·1751,
Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
03/03
ROOMMATE WANTED, FEMALE preferred, 3·
bdrm apt, in NE. $100 including utilities plus one·
third deposit. Swimming pool, etc. Call883-8927.
03/13
3-BDRM HOUSE, wall-to-wall carpet, immac!Jiate
condition, close to UNM, ~Hove & refrigerator,
$320.00. Call268-1637,
03/07
TWO WOMEN SEEK third to share house ncar
BCMC. Call266-03 10.
03/08
ROOMMATE, BEAUTIFUL HOUSE in Corrales-·
non-smoker, prefer graduate student. late tWenties.
$150.898-7798.
03/08

•

Breakfast Lunch & Boogie

'{he New Kid ln Town

••
••

NPED ROOMMATE TO SHARe 2-Ddrm upt.
$9,5/mo, Prefer someone in mid·twennes. Call Talya
256-1235.
03/09
RM FOR RENT, gu)' only. Sl_20/mon~h, rUrni&hed,
bill'! paid. Share with another gay. Call John at 256·
1841, keep trying.
03/09

PIMENTAL GRAND CONCERL Made 1972,
excellent condition, $600. Call266-8142.
03113
B_ICYCLES: NEW SHIP~ENT of 150 Bertin
b1cycles. Pre-season sale pn~,:es, $189 and up, R,C,
Hallcll's, H43-937B.
tfn
71 DATSUN PU. New engine $1150,72 Cricket, 32
MPG $500, 64 Ford PU, $300. 281-5157. evenings,
292-1805 this weekend.
OJ/03
SUPER GARAGE SALE: watertied, carpeting,
furniture, appliances, c-lothing, hou~ewares, drafting
equipment, toys, 'books. 8219 Pickard Ave11ue NE,
Sat. and Sull. (March 4-5).
03/03
YAMAHA SPINET PIANO, still w·arrantecd,
walnut finl~h 1 like new. 344·0720.
03/08
PRAKTICA LLC 35SLR pentacon/EE 50/1.8 $85; .
: WA Lens, tele/mic ·adapter, filters. Call 266·8117
eve~.
03/08
1969 INTERNATIONAL~TKUCK.. Excellent condition, Call Will, evenings,298-1480.
03/03
BERTIN-FRENCH BICYCLE light-weight, new
$150.00, Call242-3788 after 5;00 pm.
03/03
UNCLAIMED LAY-A-WAY. Sansui Rcccivcr 1 4way speakers, cas~clte recorder, turmablc. New
factory warrantief;. Take over small monthlY
payment~. 268·4393.
03/08
RED KIRBY VACUUM CLEANER with att!,tchmcnts. New factory warranty, Commercial
motor, $5 monthly or $69 cash. No intere.~t. 2M·
l871'
03/08
OVER $15,000 DOLLARS in used sewing machines.
Singer, Blna, Viking, Necchi, Phaff, just to name a
few. Ridiculously low prices from $15. All guaran··
teed. 268-4394.
03/08
10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed Lay-A-Away.
Color television. Drnnd new guarantee, No down
payments, Small monthly payments ti!l balam:e is
raid orr. 266-5871.
03/08
NO DOWN PAYMENTS. One only. Tappan
Microwave, browning element, adju~rabte shelves,
For lnformalion 268-4394.
03/08
IRISH-AFGHAN PUPPIES! Vz Irish Seller, !ti
Afghan Hollllcl. 7 golden pups with black masks, 2
solid black pups. All with curly hair! Puppy shots
started. 242-9715,262-0963.
03/09

1966 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR, 4-door, needs
some work. engine in ok condition, Mu.~t have
$110.00. <"all 881-1!\08
OJ/05

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART· TIME JOH! Sales, nexible hours, good pay.
Pos~ible full-time for summer. Call: Phil Franczyk,
C.L.U., 883-5360,
03/14
OVERSEAS JOBS·-Summcr/year.round. Europe, S.
Amerka, AUstralia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500·$1200
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free in·
formation. Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Berkeley, Ca. 94704,
03/10

PART-TIME JOB. GRADUATE sludents only,
evening,~. Must be able to work
friday and· Snturc.lay night~. Mu~l be 21 yrs. pld.
Ar>niY in person, no phone calls please . .Save-Way
l.iquqr Stores at5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE,
03/10
COUnES SUMMER WORK, ·Gallup KOA
Kampground. Housing plus salary. 863-5021. 03/14

CULTURAL AND STUDY Tmu of Spain, all im·
p~m~mt pui111s, $1400. Air trip Alb./Madrid, room ..
20 dayr;j two meals/duy. Guide, tours, l>u~. Coul<\l!t
. Dr. Enciniaf;, U. of Albuq., fl3l·llll. E.l(t,281. 03/04
INTERNATIONAL
CHARTE~
FLIGHTS
1.1V!\ilahlef Eur'ailpa!iscs, travel in.roTmation at lTC,
255·MI~09am·6pm.
·
03/17
SPECIAL ALBUQUERQUE-JUAREZ bu.< trip.
SELF·,MOTI VA TED PEOPLE to <ell display ·ndDcp\lrt.o; March II. $30.00 round trip, $20.00 one
veni:iing for N.M, Daily LOBO. Must have car, ' way, Call lTC 255-6830.
03/17
Come by Marron Hall, Room 133,
tfn
CHARTE;RED BUSSES TO Rcgiondls in Temp\:-.
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS WANTED. Good
lnclude!i game ticket and lunch. leaving Friday,
wages, medlum lips, nights and weekends. See Frank
MtW..'h 10. For more re.~crvntions and informatlon,
a! Roy's Plat;e, 5914 Central, 266· 7807. Must be 21. .
cal~ Sport~ Tours. 247·0126.
OJ/09
03/13
LET W.E.A.I. PAY your way through school,
Interviewing 11;00 am Friday March 3, Room 2116
03/03
Mesa Vista.
CHEAP WATER BED~! WATE-R trips $89,95 hliYS
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) ...afcty liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any !ii7.e maurc.ss with J.ycar
gunnmtc~; $89.95.3407 C!!Uiral NE, 255·2289. 04/04

Aflernoons anl.l

8.

7.

Only five more days until
Spring Break.

Monday, March 6,1978

MISCELLANEOUS

TRAVEL

TDDAY'S_ CRDSSWDKD PUZZLE
ACROSS

words
47 Most
ferocious
48 Pronoun .
49 Carpentry
joint·
50 Scintillate
53 Cargo unit
54 Counterfeit
58 Sloppy ones
61 Taboo joke:
Informal
62 Entr' ----:
Intermission
63 Slackening
bar
64 Emerald Isle
65 To fatigue
66 Formula of
belief
67 Puis in position

1 Ungula
5 Terra·---·
1 0 Sodium
chloride
1.4 Stone
monument
15 Uranus
satellite
16 T~olley
1 7 A1r: Prefix
18 Tooth paste
20 Don clothes
221ndicating
maiden
name
23 Burdened
24 City on the
Seine
26 Make
leather
27 E. Ind. herb:
Var.
OOWN
30 "TGIF"
club's
1 Covered
favorites
2 Sly look
34 Mountain in 3 Port of
Turkey
Israel
35 Used in the 4 .Utters softly
mouth
5 Temporary
36 Execrate
craze
37 Stork's rela- 6 Peaceful
tive
7 Russian
38 Cavairvman
hemps
40 Game play- 8 Allot
ed on horse- 9 Moslem
back
leader
41 Feminine
10 Run a ship
nickname
aground
42 Extol
11 Barren
43 Digger •
12 Filigree
45 Bannister's WFeds.
distance: 2 19 Thrash

' ~· .

'

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursd-ay's Puzzle Solved:

21 Feminine
name
25 Ceremonies
26 In-······ :
On the move
27 Greater Anlilies nalive
28 Kind of
renewal
29 New
Hampshire's
neighbor

44 Freshman
46 Title of
respect
47 Flew
49 Small rodent
50 Blemish
51 Parasitic insects
52 Unsorted
flour
53 Building
30 riiai'S title
beam
31 Sojourn
55 Author····
32 Rivals of the
Vidal
Harvards
56 Module
33 Equine
57 Offspring
noise
59 Bill marked
35 Ancient
.. Paid":
39 Tint
·Abbr.
40 Proprietors
60 Sellout sign
42 Limber
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Lobos Capture
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
The 1978 Western Athletic
Conference basketball season
couldn't have ended any finer for
the New Mexico Lobos.
When the WAC season began
back in January, each player and
coach on the Lobo team set a goal
for himself. That goal was then
initiated by the coaching staff, six
seniors, four juniors, tHree
sophomores, and one freshman on
the team against Arizona State.
Saturday afternoon at University
Arena before 18,382 red-clad fans,

the entire Lobo entourage reached
the goal they had set for themselves.
By trouncing Wyoming in the
final game of the regular WAC
season 93-74, the New Mexico
Lobos captured the 1978 WAC title
with an 13-1 mark, the best con·
Ference mark ever compiled gy a
WAC school. The loss dropped the
Cowboys to 3-11 for the year.
Next Saturday in Tempe, Ari.,
the Lobos will meet CaL StateFullerton in the first round of the
NCAA playoffs. Cal. StateFullerton is the winner of the

Pacific Coast Athletic Association.
Should the Lobos win in Tempe,
UNM will come home March 16 for
the West Regionals.
After the game, Lobo coach
Norm Ellenberger said, "This is
one of the most satisfying feelings.
We've been dreaming about getting
here and now it's reality."
The Lobos of coach Ellenberger
won the WAC somewhat similar to
the way a seasoned race horse wins
a race; first out of the gate and first
to cross the finish line.
At the ·beginning of the 1978
WAC race, the Lobos and the

Colorado State Rams both grabbed
early 3-0 marks until the Rams
made the Arizona road trip, going
home with two losses.
Then it was Utah, the team WAC
coaches had picked to take the all
marbles, that challenged the Lobos
going down the wire only to fall
short by a full game. The Utes
ended their season with a 12-2
mark.
But now the WAC season is over
and the NCAA playoffs begin.
''This book is closed now
(WAC)," Ellenberger said, "But
there's another book (NCAA) and

Editors note: This is the first in a series on the New
Mexico Women's Forum held Friday and Saturday.
Still to come are articles on jour workshops: battered
women, rape, child abuse and women in the media.

Women's Forum
Wrapped Up by
Mayor Rusk
'---~----------------

By JANE QUESNEL
LOBO Staff Writ~r
There was the usual information booth and there
were a few brightly colored consturction-paper signs,
there was sales activity in the ballroom and there was
entertainment, but the· dominant sign of the New
Mexico Women's Forum in the Student Union
Building Friday and Saturday was the large red and
yellow badge worn by the participants.
Sponsored by the Women's Studeis Program and
funded by various organizations including ASUNM,
GSA and the Greater UNM Fund, the three-day
conference began with a political rally Thursday,
followed by two days of workshops. Topics covered
ranged from the Coors boycott to lesbian rights, each
workshop being governed by a selected panel of
qualified speakers. The average attendance at most

we got to go get after it."
Senior forward Willie Howard,
who finished Saturday's game with
seven points before fouling out with
4:42 left in the game, said,
"Hopefully, we'll have two more
games here in the Arena. I don't
know what's.going to happen in the
first round game."
Marvin Johnson, who finished
the game with 32 points to lead all
scorers, said, "We all started out to
reach a goal, and it's a good feeling
to know you accomplished it. I feel
we went out there and played as
hard as we could."
(cont. on page 6)

workshops was 20, although some had as many as 70
participants.
The ballroom was the scene of constant activity.
Aside from the usual feminist literature, there were
record albums by women artists and composers and a
wide assortment of T-shirts for sale. The shirts'
slogans ran from the simple statement "I am a
malrnnlent," to the graphically blc>od-smeared words
"Never Again" superimposed over the silhouette of a
coat hanger. Working throughout both afternoons,
volunteers provided entertainment in music, dance
and mime.
Fighting fatigue and competition from the Lobo
basketball game, only 40 women remained Saturday
night for the clming speeches at the tailnote address.
Mayor David Rusk spoke briefly, pointing out the
city's employment problems, with women occupying
80 percent of the office clerical jobs, yet only 12
percent being employed in an adminbtrative capacity.
With plans already laid for a bigger and better
informed New Mexico Women's Forum 1979, the
conference ended on the note that "women have not
come a long way, baby."

